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We have studied optical plasmonic properties of metal surfaces with a periodic lattice of voids buried in 

metal just beneath the surface. We have calculated reflection spectra of such surfaces in the framework of 

a self-consistent electromagnetic multiple-scattering layer-KKR approach. We investigated two types of 

plasmon excitations: surface plasmon-polaritons propagating at the planar surface of metal and Mie plas-

mons localized in voids. The coupling between these two types of plasma oscillations can be modified by 

tuning the structure parameters (e.g., void diameter and/or the period of the void lattice) or by changing 

the angle of incidence of incoming light. 

© 2005 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 

1 Introduction 

Currently strong efforts are focussed on investigating the optical properties of metals with periodically 

arranged nanopores. Interest in such structures is based on considerable advances in the template-assisted 

assembly of microporous and nanoporous metal structures [1-3]. Remarkable effects caused by excita-

tion of plasmons in nanopores have been predicted theoretically for nanoporous metal films, such as 

extraordinary transmission [4] and absorption [5]. In [1] strong resonant dips in the reflectivity spectra of 

light have been observed from nanoporous metal surfaces formed by periodical arrangements of close-

packed spherical segment voids (nanocups). All these effects are caused by the excitation of Mie plas-

mons in the voids (void plasmons). However, apart from the Mie plasmons localized in spherical cavities 

inside the metal, propagating surface plasmon-polaritons can be also excited, in principle, at the planar 

surface of nanoporous metal if the period of the void lattice beneath the surface is comparable with the 

surface plasmon-polariton wavelength. The lattice of voids buried beneath the planar surface of metal 

plays a two-fold role in this case: (i) the periodic lattice of voids forms a coupling element, which cou-

ples incoming light to surface plasmon-polaritons and (ii) localized Mie plasmons are excited in the 

spherical voids. 

 In this paper, we study the optical plasmonic properties of a planar metal surface with a hexagonal 

two-dimensional (2D) lattice of spherical nanovoids buried inside metal at some distance from the sur-

face. We have calculated the reflectivity spectra of such a nanoporous metal surface in the framework of 

a self-consistent electromagnetic multiple-scattering layer-Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) approach [4-
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6]. We investigate two types of plasmon excitations: surface plasmon-polaritons excited at the planar 

surface of metal and Mie plasmons localized in voids. The special attention is given to coupling effects 

between these two types of plasma oscillations. 
 

2 Results and discussion 

Let us consider light incident at an angle θ to the surface normal (Fig. 1) of a planar surface of metal that 

contains a 2D lattice of voids just beneath the surface. The lattice has primitive vectors a and b, where 

=a b  and 2| | cos60⋅ =a b a
� . The plane of incidence of external light is defined by the azimuthal angle 

ϕ measured with respect to the x-axis (Fig. 1). To calculate the light reflected from such a porous surface 

we use a rigorous solution of Maxwell's equations based upon a multiple-scattering layer-Korringa-

Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) approach that makes use of a re-expansion of the plane-wave representation of 

the electromagnetic field in terms of spherical harmonics [4-6]. We describe the dielectric response of 

the metal to a light electric field exp( )i tω−E  in the local Drude model as  
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where ωp is the bulk plasmon frequency and νe is a phenomenological bulk electron relaxation rate. For 

our calculations we choose the parameters 7.9
p

ω =  eV and 90
e

ν =  meV, which are characteristic for 

gold [7]. 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  Nanoporous metal surface with a 2D 

hexagonal lattice of spherical voids. 

 

 In Fig. 2 calculated reflection spectra of s- and p-polarized light as a function of photon energy ω�  

and in-plane light wavevector k|| are shown for a planar gold surface with a single buried 2D hexagonal 

lattice (|a|=705 nm) of voids of diameter d=630 nm. Plane of incidence of incoming light is defined by 

the azimuthal angle 15φ =

� . The lattice of voids is buried beneath the planar surface of metal at distance 

h of the order of the skin depth (that is about 25 nm for gold). One can see a series of dips in the reflec-

tivity spectra. The stronger and almost dispersionless resonance is associated with excitation of Mie 

plasmons in the voids [5]. The frequency of the Mie-plasmon resonance is close to the frequency of the 

Mie-plasmon mode with orbital quantum number l=2 of a single void in bulk gold (marked by horizontal 

dashed line in Fig. 2. The other (dispersive) resonances in the reflectivity spectra are related to the exci-

tation of surface plasmon-polaritons on the planar metal surface. The frequencies of these resonances are 

close to the frequencies of surface plasmon-polariton modes, which are estimated in the empty lattice 

approximation (marked by dashed curves in Fig. 2): 
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where ||pq pq
= +q k g  are the surface plasmon-polariton wavevectors, 

pq
p q= +g A B  are the in-plane 

reciprocal lattice vectors, 2 ( ) / | |π= × ×A b n a b  and 2 ( ) / | |π= × ×B n b a b  are the primitive vectors of 

the reciprocal 2D lattice, p and q are integers, and || ( sin ) /k cω θ=  is the in-plane component of the 

incident light wavevector, which is equal to zero in the case of normal incidence.  
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 In general, at arbitrary azimutal angle there are six surface plasmon-polariton resonances exhibited in 

the reflectivity spectra of obliquely incident light ( 0θ ≠ ). This can be understood from Fig. 3, where the 

first Brillouin zone and wavevectors of surface plasmon-polaritons belonging to the lowest energy sub-

band ( | | 1q ≤ , | | 1p ≤ ) are shown schematically. Thus, the surface plasmon-polariton resonance is 6-fold 

degenerate for normally incident light due to the hexagonal symmetry of the void lattice. 
 

 

Fig. 2 Reflectivity spectra for (a) s-polarised and (b) p-polarised light incident in the plane of incidence with azi-

muthal angle 15φ =

�

 onto the planar gold surface with an hexagonal lattice of spherical voids of diameter 

d=630 nm as a function of photon energy ω�  and in-plane light wavevector. The in-plane wavevector k|| is related 

to the angle of incidence of incomimg light by || sin /k cω θ= . The distance from the planar surface of metal to the 

tops of voids, h, is equal to 25 nm and the lattice constant is | | | | 705= =a b  nm. Dashed lines labelled with  

qp,q indicate the energies of the surface plasmon-polaritons estimated in the empty lattice approximation. The hori-

zontal dashed line in each plot marks the energy of the second Mie-plasmon mode (l = 2) of a single void in bulk 

gold. 

 

 Note that different surface plasmon-polaritons are excited by p-polarized or s-polarized light with 

different efficiency even at a small angle of incidence, when the in-plane components of electric field for 

the p-polarized and s-polarized light have nearly equal amplitudes of the in-plane electric field. In the 

case of a small angle of incidence one has ||| | | |
pq

<<k g  and, hence, the direction of propagation of dif-

ferent surface plasmon-polariton modes are nearly parallel to the reciprocal lattice vectors 
pq

g  (Fig. 3). 

Therefore, for a certain azimuthal angle 15φ =

�  as that in Fig. 2, surface plasmon-polaritons with 

(p,q)=(1,1) and (p,q)=(–1,–1) are effectively excited by p-polarized light (see Fig. 2) because the in-plane 

electric field component of p-polarized light ( )

||

p
E  is nearly parallel to the wavevectors of these particular 

surface plasmon-polaritons, which nearly coincide with vectors +A B  and ( )− +A B , respectively. Due 

to the same reason s-polarized light effectively excites surface plasmon-polaritons with (p,q)=(1,0) and 

(p,q)=(–1,0), which have the wavevectors nearly parallel to vectors A and –A, respectively. Surface 

plasmon-polaritons with (p,q)=(0,–1) and (p,q)=(0,1) are excited by p-polarized and s-polarized light 

with nearly the same moderate efficiency (see Fig. 2) since the in-plane electric-field components of 

either p-polarized or s-polarized light comprises an angle about 45° with wavevectors q0,–1 and q0,1. 

 One can see in Fig. 2 that Mie-plasmon resonance and surface plasmon-polariton resonance exhibit 

clear anticrossing when Mie-plasmon resonance passes by a surface plasmon-polariton resonance with 

variation of the in-plane wavevector k||. This proves that these two types of plasmon resonances effec-
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tively interact with each other. Note, that in general, Mie plasmons excited in voids produce a stronger 

resonance dip in comparison with that of surface plasmon-polariton resonance. The reason for this is that 

Mie plasmons in voids are radiative excitations [8] and, hence, they can couple to light effectively, while 

surface plasmons are non-radiative excitations and can be coupled to light only via a coupling element, 

which is the lattice of voids itself in the case under consideration. Notice, however, that in the anticross-

ing regime Mie-plasmon resonance and surface plasmon-polariton resonance become comparable in 

amplitude. This is because in the interaction region these two types of plasmon resonance effectively mix 

their oscillator strength, so that the stronger Mie-plasmon resonance supplies a weaker surface plasmon-

polariton resonance with additional oscillator strength. As a result, the strength of the surface plasmon-

polariton resonance increases in the interaction region. 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 3 The first Brillouin zone and the wavevec-

tors qp,q of surface plasmon-polaritons in the 

lowest frequency subband. 

 In conclusion, the coupling between surface plasmon-polaritons and Mie plasmons can be effectively 

modified by tuning the structure parameters (e.g., void diameter and/or the period of the void lattice) or 

by changing the angle of incidence of incoming light and its plane of incidence orientation. This effect is 

of broad general interest in the context of future optical applications such as spectroscopy of surface 

epilayers and absorbates in optoelectronics and biophysics. 
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